ABSTRACT Friend recommendation is important and inevitable in social network. However, many recommendation strategies of social networks are not necessarily consistent with user's interests. In order to avoid the randomness and unreliability of friend recommendation in social network, this paper proposed a safe and efficient friend recommendation scheme based on privacy-preserving protocol. Target users send the request for friends to Center Authority (CA), CA selects friend candidates from all users in system with tag matching on the basis of privacy-preserving protocol. Target users choose friends among friend candidates filtered by CA. What is more, the proposed algorithm selected an appropriate similarity degree value as the threshold through the similarity degree comparison experiments, and the similarities among keywords and users are well defined and evaluated.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the boom of social network, it becomes more and more important for people to make friend over social networks. There are many available social network platforms, such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and Sina Weibo, Tencent, Douban, etc. Recommendation algorithm aims to recommend safe and reliable friends to users. It can tap new friends for users, create more links for users, and enhance information sharing process. Therefore, effective and safe friend recommendation scheme is a common concern of social network users and providers.
Generally, the task of friend recommendation is to recommend candidates among which the target user can choose as his/her friends. The biggest challenge is to find the exact candidates the target user wants. This problem has attracted broad attentions from scientists in many research field. A lot of algorithms has been proposed to solve this problem, and most of these algorithms can fall in to three categories: friend relationship based recommendation, interests based recommendation, location based recommendation, and so on. Each method has its own advantage and disadvantage. An effective and accurate recommendation method is still a change.
At the same time, with the continuous development of online social network, users upload more and more information to the network, such as personal information, social interaction information, and tag information. For online social networks, in order to protect user's privacy and data security, before outsourcing data to cloud servers, the platforms will usually encrypt these data or makes them anonymous. However, a friend recommendation scheme is usually based on the topology analysis and user's data of the social network. Obviously, anonymous solutions will weaken the effect of friend recommendation. For example, Amy is homosexual, and she want to find friends with the same sexual orientation in social network platforms. But she doesn't want to public her sexual orientation in the social network platform. In such case, an effective scheme that not only protects the user's privacy but also achieves better friend recommendation accuracy should be required.
In order to solve the problems mentioned above, we present an efficient privacy-preserving friend recommendation scheme for social network. The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 1. We present a privacy-preserving protocol, which improves the accuracy and reliability of friends recommendation; 2. We propose a tag matching model based on privacy-preserving protocol, which finds the similarity among different user's interest tags, and calculates the intersection of two tag sets based on similarity degree threshold. We compare tag matching model with other friend recommendation methods in terms of precision and recall rate. The results indicate that the proposed scheme achieved better recommendation and security performance. Furthermore, the process of selecting similarity degree threshold is also discussed in detail.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the second section summarizes existing recommendation algorithms and schemes. The third section introduces the model used in this article, including related algorithms and schemes. The forth section includes simulation experiments and the results. The last part concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
At present, friend recommendation strategies are generally divided into three categories [1] : user's attribute characteristics based, user's friend relationship based, and user's location preference based. Under some situations, the existed schemes and approaches [1] showed the drawbacks of randomness and unreliability because of interest.
In the context of user's attribute characteristics based category, Yin et al. [2] proposed the concept of attribute-social networks and predicted whether users can connect with others by analyzing the relationship between social connection and attribute. Reference [3] further analyzed user's attribution in the attribute-social networks and improved the accuracy of link prediction. References [4] and [5] defined key privacy attributes for link prediction. Based on collaborative filtering, Khalid et al. proposed a novel cloud-based recommendation framework called OmniSuggest [7] . It combined ant colony algorithm, social filtering, hub and authority score to generate optimal venue recommendations, and the accuracy for individuals or groups can be improved using the user's interest similarity. Ding et al. [13] studied the feature selection in recommendation system. They proposed a novel feature selection method to filter out irrelevant and redundant features. A novel Friend Recommendation Framework (FRF) was proposed in [16] , which based on the behavior of users on particular SNS(Social Networking Services). First, it measured the frequency of the activities and updated the dataset according to the activities. Then it predicted the user's behavior with FP-Growth(Frequent Pattern-Growth) algorithm. At last, multilayer threshold was used for friend recommendation. The concept of ''tag'' was proposed and used in [21] to construct user's signature. ''Signature'' was built for each user based on the tag he/her used, which represented the interest of the user. ''Signature'' was a fuzzy relationship based on two fuzzy sets. These two fuzzy sets were respectively the attraction set of resources and the visibility of tags.
In the context of user's friend relationships category, Zheng and Wu [6] proposed a greedy friend recommendation algorithm with an approximation ratio of 1-1 e based on the submodular property. By considering the multipath effect, they proposed a novel method which can compute the influence spread more accurately. Guo et al. [11] used both messages users post and friend relationships to recommend friends. They extracted features that can present a user's interest from messages the user posted and characteristics of images that can present a user's existing friend links. Then the two aforementioned characteristics were used in the model to predict whether a pair of users would establish friend relationship with each other. Zhang et al. [12] proposed a hybrid algorithm called GBLP (Group-Based Link Prediction Model) based on the existing friendship links, user's history ratings and the tags annotated to items. It identified groups in social networks based on different aspects and drew the involvement degree of users to groups. Then it incorporated the features into a user intention model. And finally, the model was trained and learned some general characteristics. Yang et al. [15] incorporated the interaction frequency into the neighborhood based network similarity calculation for friend recommendation, and the friends are treated differently based on the interaction accounts. Some friend recommendation schemes were based on both attribute characteristics and friend relationships. Based on feature selection, Zhao et al. [14] studied the relationship and behavior of social network users and proposed a friend recommendation model which combines Clustering Algorithm with Factorization Machine(FM). It classified users and made it easy to identify user's feature and interest. Huang et al. [17] proposed a more precise friend recommendation scheme. It was divided into two stages: first, using messages users post and relationship to choose some possible friends; second, utilizing the relationship between feature characteristics and users, and establishing a subject model to further refine recommendation results.
In the context of user's location preference based category, Lin et al. [18] analyzed and discussed the characteristics of traditional friend recommendation algorithm, and then proposed a linear framework based on three traditional friend recommendation algorithms, including the proportion of common friends, user-based collaborative filtering and normal check-in location. A friend recommendation algorithm based on trajectory mining was proposed in [19] , which considered the two factors of resident point and trajectory region. It used θ -ADBSCAN algorithm to mine the hot trail and the resident points of user's trajectory, and it also used the piecewise points and the hot trail to replace the trajectory, then transformed the resident point into multi-level geographic coding. The work also studied the user behavior similarity and residence based on the trajectory region. Wu et al. [20] proposed a new approach that recommends friends with similar location preference for LBSN (Location-Based Social Network) users. The approach considered both the online friendship information and the offline user behavior and can recommend friends with both similar friendship and location preference to users. Another problem of friend recommendation in online social networks is the security of the method itself. For example, in [22] , it mentioned that the entrusted server could infer the information between a resource node and a user node through the analysis of user's social activities which will lead to privacy exposure. Analysts also could dig out the social relationships and friends group characteristics that users would be unwilling to open. Wang et al. [4] defined a key privacy property called probability indistinguishability to resist the 1 * −neighborhood attack, and they also proposed a Heuristic Indistinguishable Group Anonymization(HIGA) scheme to generate an anonymized social network based on this privacy property. For the structural anonymity and the privacy-preserving, Shishodia et al. [5] proposed a greedy algorithm to achieve k-anonymity and l-diversity. The paper also proposed a concept of partial anonymity to reduce anonymization cost for d > 1. Zou and Fekri [8] proposed a top-N collaborative recommendation scheme based on implicit user preference data. In order to perform approximate inference efficiently in the constructed Bayesian network, an EP algorithm(Expectation Propagation message-passing algorithm) is developed. It is adapted to distributed implementation. Users can only exchange information with their directly connected friends and did not publish any information to the public, which further protected the privacy of users. Li et al. [9] put forward practical group matching scheme without Trusted Third Party(TTP). This paper introduced a fuzzy matrix algorithm to produce user's authority to lower the computing and communication costs. Then it set up a public set to store all the group members' profiles and authorities. Li et al. [10] presented a new Scalable and Privacypreserving Friend Matching (SPFM) protocol. It designed a scalable friend matching and recommendation solution with which no revelation of personal information to any external will be made. SPFM presented a scalable solution which can avoid honest-but-curious mobile cloud obtaining the original data and allowed the friend matching of multi-users contemporaneously.
In summary, the research results mentioned above certainly have advantages in some aspects, but privacy-preserving friend recommendation schemes still need to be further strengthened in terms of efficiency, privacy security and reliability.
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
As mentioned above, randomness and unreliability are the main drawback for some existed friend recommendation schemes. In this paper, a tag matching scheme based on privacy-preserving is proposed. In the proposed scheme, the target user sends a request to the Center Authority (CA), which is the Trustworthy Third Party. After receiving the request, CA selects friend candidates for target user by tag matching based on Word2Vec. And then, the target user chooses suitable candidates to be friends. The privacypreserving protocol illustrated in figure 1 will be executed during the process of the proposed scheme. In the rest of this section, the privacy-preserving protocol, the tag matching algorithm and the selection of similarity degree threshold which are used in the proposed scheme will be discussed. 
A. THE PRIVACY-PRESERVING PROTOCOL
There are many privacy preserving schemes have been proposed in different application scenarios, such as communications in internet of things (IoT) [28] - [31] , share data in cloud servers, and so on [27] . In this paper, we put forward the privacy-preserving protocol to protect user's information in the proposed friend recommendation scheme. During the process of friend recommendation, the target user selects some candidates to be friend based on privacy-preserving protocol. The entire recommendation process is: sending a request → tag matching → verification → being friends. The flow chart is shown in figure 2 , where U m is the target user, U c is one of friend candidates. k m is the random key of U m , k c is the random key of U c . T m is the tag set of U m , T c is the tag set of U c , and h(x) is a commutative function.
Related to the privacy-preserving protocol in Figure 2 , the entire recommendation process under the protocol is as follows:
The flow chart of privacy-preserving protocol.
1. U m sends a request to CA. 2. CA receives the request and takes U m as the target user. CA selects friend candidates for U m in the system by using tag matching to calculate the number of similar tags of the target user's tag set and the tag sets of other users. The detail of tag matching will be introduced in subsection B of this section.
3. CA sends the information of friend candidates to U m , including ID and corresponding intersection size S to U m . Meanwhile, it will assign a random key k m to U m . 4 . U m receives the information send by CA and select a candidate U c to be his/her friend. The tag set of U m (denoted by T m ) is encrypted by a commutative encryption function h(x) with his/her own key k m , and the encrypted tag set information (denoted as h(T m ) k m ) will be send to U c as a friend request. Here, the commutative encryption function can be selected arbitrarily.
5. U c receives the request. If he/she accepts the friend request, he/she will send a request to CA to ask for his or her own encrypt key k c .
6. CA assign a random key k c for U c . 7. After getting k c , the tag set of U c (denoted by T c ) is encrypted by the commutative encryption function h(x) with his/her own key k c , and the encrypted tag set information (denoted as h(T c ) k c )will be send to U m . At the same time, U c also encrypts the information he/she received from U m in step 4 and sends it (denoted as
8. After receiving the encrypted tag set send by U c , U m encrypts it by h(x) with his or her own key k m and sends it Here, the encrypt function h(x) is a commutative encryption function, which means it has a such property: for any key a and
This property makes the decrypt part of the privacy-preserving protocol possible. For each user m and c, their private keys are k m and k c , and their decrypt functions can be denoted by d k m (x) and
and from the property of commutative encryption function we know
can also get the tag set T c similarly.
B. TAG MATCHING
Tag matching is to find the intersection of two tag sets. That is to find the number of similar tags between two users. CA use tag matching to find friend candidates for target user. In this paper, the user's tag sets are represented as mathematics sets.
The similarity degree of two users is determined by the number of similar tags of the two tag sets. For example, Amy's tag set is A = {a 1 , a 2 , ·, a n }. She wants to focus on someone who has the similar interests with hers. Then she submit her tag set to the Server. There is a Tag Library in the server already. It consists of every user's tag set and ID, and all of the users are authenticated by CA. In the Tag Library, there are Bob, Candy, David and so on. Their tag sets are as follow: Bob: tag sets B, C, D, . . . . In this process, the content of the similar tags will not be recorded, only the user's IDs and the number of similar tags will be recorded. After obtaining the required users, the CA will send the results to the Amy, and Amy can select some of the users to be friends according to certain criteria.
1) PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE
Firstly, we obtain the vocabulary entries of Wikipedia as data set, and it contains 2 million items. After filtering out, a clean vocabulary entries including words and the meaning of words is generated. Then, we divide the clean vocabulary entries into words and train the words with the tool Word2Vec [24] to get a word vector library. Finally, we obtain part of the information of Sina Weibo users for a certain period of time, it is about 0.6 million users. After extracting the user's ID and corresponding tag sets, we will run the designed similarity algorithm to perform simulation experiments based on the tag sets.
a: Word2Vec
Word2Vec was proposed by Hinton [25] , which uses a group of related models to produce a distributed representation of words. It can transform words into real numeric vectors. Each word is mapped into K dimension real vector by training, and the semantic similarity between them is judged by the distance between the words. The distance can be calculated by cosine similarity.
In this paper, the value of K is set to 80, that is, the word vector is 80 dimensions.
b: SINA WEIBO DATA
We extract user's ID and tags from the Sina Weibo and classify the users by the size of their is/her tag sets. Some examples are shown in table 1. Table 1 shows the examples of data we obtained in Sina Weibo. Each user has his/her own ID and tag set, and we train the tags by Word2Vec and get their tag vectors. We perform the tag matching with the tag vectors. In addition, the meaning of the parameters is shown in table 2.
2) TAG MATCHING
This paper selects the user's tag sets as the feature vector and uses the similarity degree threshold ALpha i to carry out tag VOLUME 6, 2018 matching. The detail of how to set similarity degree threshold Alpha will be introduced in subsection B of this section.
Tag matching is to compare the similarity of target user's tag set with other user's tag set in the data set D and count the number of similar tags of target user and other users, where data set D is a data set with all user's info. If a user has a high number of similar tags with the target user, the user will be seen as a friend candidate for the target user. The steps are as follows:
1. Computing the cardinality of target user's tag set k, and filtering out users whose cardinality is less than
2. The remaining users in D match with the target user respectively, and the Alpha i is used as similarity degree threshold. If the similarity value of one in the tag sets is greater than Alpha i , the comparison stops and turns to 3.
3. Determine whether the target user's tag matching is finished. If not, turns to 2; else, turns to 4.
4. Return result.
Where,''1'' represents a successful match. If the result is ''1'', it records the user's ID and corresponding S. ''0'' represents an unsuccessful match. If the result is ''0'', the user will be filtered out.
Algorithm 1 describes the process of tag matching. The function Filter() filters out the users those are not satisfied S=0;
5.
SizeOf(); //Calculating the cardinality of the user i, it's m.
6.
For (int j=0; j<k; j++){ //Accounting S 7.
For (int l=0; l<m; l++){ 8.
if (similarity(tagj, tagl)>=Alpha) 9.
S=S+1; 10.
END for 11.
END for

12.
If (k % 2 == 0) //Obtaining S and IDs
13.
If(S >= k/2) 14.
Return S, ID; 15.
END if 16.
Else
17.
If (S >= k/2+1)
18.
Return S,ID;
19.
END if 20. END for before matching, so it can greatly improve the efficiency of the match. The two For loops are the process of tag matching, that is, the process of computing the number of similar tags.
C. SIMILARITY DEGREE THRESHOLD CALCULATION
Generally, the similarity degree threshold Alpha can be set manually to any possible value. In order to get better matching results, this paper designs an approach to select the appropriate similarity degree threshold. The steps are as follows:
Step 1: Obtain the first n word vectors, which are most similar to the target words. At the same time, generate their similarity degree value Alpha i (0 < i ≤ n).
Each word vector will be compared with other words in the vector space to get all of the similarity degree value. Then we rank the similarity degree value in descending order and obtain the first n word vectors with their similarity degree value Alpha i .
Step 2: For each word vector, set the threshold as Alpha i and obtain the number of matching successfully NUM S :
1. Sina Weibo users are classified according to the cardinality of tag sets. Selecting the same number of users from each class, and generating new user groups.
2. For each group, each user takes himself as the target user and matches the other users in the group. Obtain the number of similar tags of every pare of users in each group.
3. Accounting the data in 2.
S is the number of similar tags of two different users, NUM Sj is the number of S = j, 0 < j ≤ k, k is the cardinality of tag sets of the user group. 4. Assumption: If (j >= k/2) 13.
Return NUM S + = NUM Sj ;
14.
End if 15. Else
16.
If (j >= k/2 + 1)
17.
as the similarity degree threshold, and getting the size of the intersection based on each Alpha. According to the assumption proposed, account the NUM S for each Alpha. Table 3 is an example of target word '' ''. It lists the first 10 words which are most similar with '' '' and the similarity degree value of them (The similarity degree value keeps 6 valid numbers).
We extract 100 users who has two tags as a two tag sets group, and calculate NUM Sj on different similarity degree threshold Alpah respectively. Table 4 shows the corresponding value of Alpha i -NUM Sj based on two tag sets group. We choose Alpha 5 , Alpha 10 , Alpha 15 and Alpha 20 as the similarity degree threshold. The higher the subscript i is, the smaller the similarity degree threshold Alpha is. For each similarity degree threshold Alpha i , we use it to match each pairs of users in the two tag sets group. If the similarity value of two tags is higher than Alpha i , the two tags will be seen as similar tags. The number of similar tags of each pair of users can be 0,1 or 2, and we count the number of S = 0, S = 1, and S = 2, which denoted as NUM S0 , NUM S1 , and NUM S2 . From the result shown in table 4, we can conclude that with the decrease of Alpha, NUM S0 = 0 is decreasing gradually; on the contrary, NUM S1 = 1 and NUM S2 = 2 are increasing. For the value of NUM Sj , NUM S0 represents no tag has been matched successfully, NUM S1 means there is only one tag has been matched successfully, and similarly NUM S2 means the two tags are matched successfully. As the similarity degree threshold decreases, the similar range will expand, and the probability of successful matching will increase as well. So when NUM S0 = 0, the matching probability decrease with VOLUME 6, 2018 the decrease of Alpha, but the probabilities under NUM S1 = 1 and NUM S2 = 2 increase with the decrease of Alpha.
D. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL
In our scheme, we set up CA as the trusted third party, and the key is absolutely reliable and safe. We mainly analyze the two aspects of privacy-preserving protocol, including validity and defensiveness. U m represents the target user, and U s is the contrast user. 
2) DEFENSIVENESS
This scheme can effectively defense some passive attack from malicious users:
ID Attack: if U s uses counterfeit identity or false tag set in the protocol matching process, then it will be found in the authentication at CA.
Forged Attack: suppose that U s has passed authentication, but trying to send false tag set, then it will be filtered out in the process of tag matching.
Eavesdropping Attack: suppose that U s attempts to intercept the information sent by U m , and finally gets it. But it doesn't have the key to decrypt the encrypted tag set, it cannot get the information of tag set. Even if it sends information to U m , because it doesn't have its own key, it will be identified as an attacker.
IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
In the simulation, in order to verify the actual application as real as possible, we extract the test data sets from 0.6 million users on Sina weibo. Each set includes 500 users, and they are 100 users of 2 tag sets, 100 users of 3 tag sets, 100 users of 4 tag sets, 100 users of 5 tag sets and 100 users of 6 tag sets. The value of n is set to be 5, 10, 20 and 30. To test the performance of tag matching, we take the HIT IR-Lab Tongyici Cilin(Extended) [26] as the baseline. HIT IR-Lab Tongyici Cilin is a large Chinese word table, it organizes all the entries in a tree hierarchy mode and divides the vocabulary into three categories. Each category includes certain number of small category and there are many words in each small categories, which are divided into a number of word groups (paragraphs). According to the relevance of the word meaning, the words in each paragraph are further divided into several rows. The words in the same row have the same meaning or there is a strong correlation between word meanings. Figure 3 describes the results of Alpha i -NUM S on the test data set. Figure 3(a) shows that when n=5, the results of NUM S changed from Alpha 1 to Alpha 5 . As the value of Alpha i decreases (corresponding the increase of subscript value i), the similar range will spread in a broad mode and NUM S will increase. Figure 3(b) shows when n=10, the NUM S results range from Alpha 1 to Alpha 10 . As the value of Alpha i is decreasing, the similar range will become broaden and NUM S will increase as well. When the similarity degree threshold is Alpha 2 , the NUM S will increase suddenly. On the other side, NUM S will decrease when the similarity degree threshold is Alpha 3 . Figure 3(c) From the analysis of Figure 3 , we can conclude that, for all of the test data sets, when n=5, the similarity degree threshold is Alpha 5 and the NUM S is maximum. When n=10, the similarity degree threshold is Alpha 2 or Alpha 10 and the NUM S is maximum. When n=20, the similarity degree threshold is Alpha 11 or Alpha 13 and the NUM S is maximum. But when the similarity degree threshold is Alpha 12 , NUM S shows a sudden descending. When n=30, the similarity degree threshold is Alpha 22 or Alpha 23 , the NUM S is maximum as well. But when the similarity degree threshold is Alpha 12 and Alpha 23 , NUM S will decrease suddenly. In order to make users have more choices during friends recommendation, for the real application, we choose Alpha i with the maximum NUM S as the similarity thresholds and use these thresholds to perform related experiments. At the same time, we also choose the mutation values of Alpha i to verify whether they have influence to the experiment results.
A. SIMILARITY DEGREE THRESHOLD SELECTION
B. EFFECT OF DIFFERENT CARDINALITY OF TAGS ON PRECISION AND RECALL RATE
Taking the test sets introduced in the beginning of this section as the experiment data, using the similarity degree thresholds and mutation values selected in previous subsection, we carry out simulation experiments on the recommendation precision and recall rate of users with different cardinality of tag sets, and the results are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively. Figure 4 shows the effect on precision of different cardinality of tag sets. When the cardinality of tag set is 5, the precision is the highest. We can find that, the cardinality of tag affects the precision obviously. When the cardinality of tag is less, the information available is not comprehensive enough, and the precision will be lower. On the other hand, when the cardinality of tag is high, the information available is too much, and the subject information is easily confused and can not be identified. Therefore, the precision will also be lower. The experiment result indicates that only when the cardinality of tag is moderate, the information available is relatively comprehensive and clean, and the precision will be higher. Figure 5 shows the experiment results on recall rate for different cardinality of tag sets. From the results of Fig5(i), Figure 5 (j) and Figure 5 (k), we can conclude that, when the cardinality of tag is 2, the recall rate is 1. And when number of tag range from 3 to 5, the recall rate will increase. But when it reaches 6, the recall rate decreases. When the cardinality of tag is 2, the available information is less, it will be recalled as long as one tag is similar with others, so the probability of successful matching approaches to 1. But there is an exception in Figure 5 (j), when the similarity degree threshold is Alpha2, all the recall rate are 1 except the cardinality is 6. Because Alpha2 is similar with the target tag, its recall rate almost tends to 1.
There is an exception in Figure 5 (l) as well. The results show that when the cardinality is 5, the recall rate is the highest. We can find that, when the similarity degree is small, the recall rate cannot be 1. And as the cardinality of tag is less, the available information is not comprehensive enough, and the recall rate will be lower. On the other hand, when the cardinality of tag is high, the available information is too much, and the subject information is easily confused and can not be identified, the recall rate will also be lower. Only when the cardinality of tag is moderate, the available information is relatively comprehensive and clean, thus, the recall rate will be higher.
C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SCHEMES
Aiming to evaluate the different parameters on the performance of the proposed friend recommendation scheme, an extra simulation experiment is performed based on the tag sets groups of all test sets. We observe the precision, recall rate and fmeasure for the proposed scheme under different values of Alpha and n. The experiment results are shown in table 5. We can deduce that, when n=10 and the similarity degree threshold is Alpha2, the scheme shows the best performance and the mutation values have no affection on the results of precision and recall rate.
In simulation, we also compare the tag matching scheme with the friend relationships and topic model-LDA [23] under different values of Alpha and n. The experiment results are shown in figure 6 , it shows performance of different schemes. Friend recommendation based on friend relationships has a high precision, but the recall rate is relatively low. We can conclude that a lot of potential friends have missed in this case. And friend recommendation based on topic model has a high recall rate, but the precision is relatively low, we can find that it can get potential friends with a similar content, but it also denote some wrong friend relationships that users are not similar to each other. Friend relationships method is based on the similarity of tags between friends, and it can detect some similar tags. But as different users may have may different interests, and not all the tags between two friends are similar. This makes the friend relationships method has a lower recall rate. LDA is based on the latent similarity, and LDA can get a border similar range. It can detect many similar words that don't similar semantically, and LDA method has a high recall rate but a low precision. The experiment results show that our model of tag matching based on privacy-preserving protocol has achieved higher precision and recall rate than others.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a new friend recommendation scheme, which uses user's interest tags and designs a tag matching algorithm based on the privacy-preserving protocol. Specifically, the user's tags are considered as a mathematics set and user's interest tags are analyzed in the paper. Based on the calculation of similarity, this proposed scheme can obtain the similarity among different user tags. It also calculates the number of similar tags of two user's tags on the basis of similarity thresholds. Moreover, this paper introduces and discusses the process of choosing similarity thresholds in detail. Through the tags matching experiments, this paper also compares different method of choosing similarity thresholds. Finally, by the comprehensive experiment comparison with other schemes, the results show that the proposed scheme can achieve reliable and accurate performance for friends recommendation.
The scheme we introduced in this paper is effective to recommend friends to users based on similar interest, but it suffer from a high computation cost during the tag matching and similarity degree threshold calculation process. Another weakness of this scheme is that, the performance of the scheme is sensitive to the cardinality of user's tag set. When the cardinality of user's tag set is very high or very low, the performance of the scheme may become worse. In our future work, we may focus on these problems and hope to make an improvement. 
